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tions oscillating around 95%. Additionally, Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs), compared to classic ICE vehicles, are
fairly simple and easy to operate with a BEV possessing far fewer moving parts than a conventional gasoline-powered
vehicle and the simplest powertrain architecture consisting only of a high voltage battery, an electric motor with a
power electronics controller, and a single speed gearbox. BEVs are also called pure electric vehicles, in order to distinguish them from Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs), which have a hybrid powertrain (internal combustion engine
plus electric motor).
Currently, there is a great demand from Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) in the automotive industry
together with its partners and suppliers to reduce the costs associated with design, manufacturing, and assembly
of BEVs. At this moment, industry, research centres and government combine efforts in order to address the key
bottlenecks of a complex engineering project. YASA is a British manufacturer of electric motors and motor controllers
that is playing a growing role in meeting both the strict emissions targets being set globally in a wide range of industries
and the requirement for greater efficiency through electrification.
One well-known challenge in the BEVs production pipeline is the powertrain optimisation. The high complexity
of this problem alongside its numerous optimisation variables, usually result in overly simplified vehicle/powertrain
models or optimisations with slow convergence to an optimum and uncertainty as to whether a true global optimum
has been reached.
In this context, efforts of minimising the cost of all relevant electric powertrain components from battery, inverter,
electric machine to gearbox are a top priority. Whilst minimising these elements, a range of performance constraints
such as minimum range, top speed and acceleration time must be all simultaneously met for valid solutions. Some examples of optimisations are presented in [10, 12, 16, 17]. In such cases, a computer-based simulation tool is necessary
to identify minimal-cost system designs taking all interactions into account while reducing the necessary engineering
effort. High system complexity prevents a careful consideration of all relevant correlations without the support of
numeric simulation tools. As a consequence, it is often very difficult to find a minimal cost system design for given
requirements on vehicle level by a top-down system design process.
1.1. Related Work
Optimisation of different elements of BEVs and HEVs has been extensively explored in the literature. From component sizing [5] to low noise and light weight design optimisation [9], numerous minimisation approaches have
been proposed, but implementations focusing on powertrains are the ones that attract the most attention since it is
the module whose components have the highest influence on the overall vehicle cost structure [8]. According to [16],
the battery is responsible for the largest share of the costs of electric powertrains. Details associated with the costs of
battery manufacturing for electric vehicles are provided in [8] which states that battery costs alone can account for up
to one-third of total vehicle costs.
In [10], an optimisation of two-speed powertrain parameters of electric vehicles based on a GA was proposed. The
optimisation process focused on the main performance parameters of the drive motor and the gear ratios of two-speed
transmission. The authors proposed a combination of MATLAB® and Simcenter Amesim® for the vehicle optimisation
model and the GA optimiser.
In [14], a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) was proposed in order to optmise the powertrain of a hybrid electric vehicle for maximum energy economy. For this case, the objectives focused on minimising fuel consumption, maximising batteries’ state of charge and maintaining the vehicle performance in the drive cycle used. A
multi-objective genetic algorithm explores the relevant trade-offs between multiple objectives and, instead of a single solution, there is a set of equally valid solutions, known as Pareto front solutions or non-dominated solutions.
This optimisation used seven decision variables including the top speed,value of battery state of charge, power of
the internal combustion engine, etc. Similarly, [3] has proposed the modelling powertrain of a hybrid electric vehicle
conversion system considering various vehicle usages and a multi-objective optimisation methodology to configure
the critical components of the conversion system. The optimisation methodology based on GA is used to optimise
decision variables for powertrain configuration.
While [14, 3] focused on HEVs, [20] presented global parameters optimisation of dual-drive powertrain system of
BEVs. A MOGA was also used, but in this case acceleration time and driving mileage of the vehicle were used in the
double-objective function as indicators of dynamic and economic performance. The MATLAB® /Simulink platform
was used to build a vehicle simulation model, used for simulation analysis of the vehicle dynamic performance and
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economy with parameters used in the model including the rated speed and power for both motors (Motor A and Motor
B), power battery capacity, characteristic parameters of the planetary gear mechanism, Motor A reduction gear ratio,
and final drive ratio. The results showed that vehicular dynamic and economic performance were both improved to
various degrees, proving that the optimisation method was efficient and feasible.
1.2. Main Contributions
This industry-academia collaboration sought to address one specific bottleneck which was the slow convergence of
BEV powertrain optimisation. This is mainly caused by the computational burden of the YASA MATLAB® vehicle
model which requires repeated execution by a genetic algorithm-based optimisation process. This work proposes a
novel cascade optimisation approach that combines the proprietary vehicle model with a machine learning model.
The design and training of a machine learning regression model based on a dataset created from a pre-existing vehicle
model distinguishes the presented work from previous powertrain optimisation approaches and the inclusion of motor
parameters as optimisation input variables is also uncommon in equivalent works in the literature.
Additionally, using a proprietary BEV powertrain simulation software from the the world's leading manufacturer
of axial-flux electric motors as a component of this research differentiates this work from purely theoretical results
found in the literature.
1.3. Paper Organisation
Following this introduction in Section 1, Section 2 presents the battery electric vehicle powertrain optimisation
challenge in detail. After some brief background information regarding electric powertain in Section 2.1, Sections
2.2 and 2.3 introduce the YASA Vehicle Model and its optimisation, respectively. Next, Sections 2.4 and 2.5 do the
same, but now for the Machine Learning Vehicle Model. Then, Section 2.6 presents the Cascade Optimisation, which
combines the optimisation of the two vehicle models previously presented.
Section 3 presents the results obtained by the Cascade Optimisation, as well as a comparison between the two other
optimisation approaches from Sections 2.3 and 2.5.
Finally, Section 4 discusses the results obtained in the previous section and suggests avenues for future work.
2. Battery Electric Vehicle Powertrain Optimisation
2.1. Background
The modern electric powertrain is relatively new for the automotive industry and is challenging engineers to design
affordable, efficient and high-performance electric powertrains as the industry undergoes a technological evolution.
For BEVs, different layouts of designing the powertrain are often employed in an effort to achieve the required cost
minimisation while meeting all the necessary performance constraints.
Efficiency and vehicle mass are strongly interrelated as heavier vehicles have to cope with larger inertial (acceleration) and rolling resistance [2], which justifies the industry attention to mass of the components. However, removing
1 kg of weight from a subsystem does not directly translate to a 1 kg mass reduction of the vehicle, due to the effect of
mass decompounding [11]. A lighter body requires a lighter chassis and thus, a smaller and more efficient powertrain,
enabling a further mass decompounding. Arriving to the final weight is therefore an iterative process.
Because of the mass decompounding effect the only feasible way of finding a true optimum vehicle is to use a
system approach, where all the powertrain components are optimised together, rather than independently.
The most challenging issue engineers face when applying a system level optimisation approach to a vehicle is the
multitude of complexity levels. All of the variables and constraints needed to define each subsystem sum to a set of
many independent variables and constraints of a new, much larger optimisation problem.
In-depth optimisation of a single powertrain component is a complex task in itself. For example, an axial flux emotor’s geometry is defined by over 30 variables. To make the optimisation more efficient, only the key variables most
strongly coupled to the motor mass, performance and cost are used as variables in this model. This number would
increase further if material properties were to be optimised; for the purpose of this project these are fixed. A schematic
illustration of the YASA e-motor is presented below in Figure 1, with some of the apparent variables highlighted.
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Fig. 2: Different powertrain configurations used as one of the discrete
variables in the optimisation [23].

On top of the powertrain subsystems such as motor, inverter, battery and gearbox; another crucial variable is the
powertrain configuration as pictured on Figure 2.
With such system and subsystem complexity, it is impossible to examine every design variant. Selecting only the
key variables and assuming a sensible discretisation, finding the true optimum vehicle would take as long as the age
of the universe [21]. Clearly, a non-deterministic optimisation algorithm has to be applied, but applying a tractable
algorithm to the complexity and scale of the problem state-space is extremely challenging.
2.2. YASA Vehicle Model
The in-house YASA powertrain model programmed in MATLAB® was extended to translate the output performance of the powertrain into performance of a vehicle of interest. This was done by developing a vehicle model,
similar to one used by previous researchers [20], and using it to compute the objective function and constraints.
The vehicle model models forces acting on the vehicle with its main purpose being to estimate the power used at
different stages of driving and determine vehicle efficiency. Together with the powertrain model output, it uses drivecycle information and vehicle parameters provided by the vehicle manufacturer to simulate the vehicle performance
over the drive-cycle selected, which is most typically the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Cycle (WLTC)
[18]. This simulated ride outputs the total energy used to complete the drive-cycle, which is then used to estimate the
battery weight needed to meet the range target. This loop is repeated until battery mass is converged.
After that, vehicle performance metrics such as top speed, acceleration time from 0 to 60mph and gradability are
calculated. If the performance satisfies the targets then costs are calculated. The model uses several assumptions tested
by YASA and previous researchers, but these are beyond the scope of this publication. A schematic diagram of this
process, happening within the optimisation, is given on Figure 3.
2.3. YASA Vehicle Model Optimisation
There are a huge number of different optimisation tools, solvers and techniques available each with their own
advantages and limitations. With that in mind, the evolutionary population-based genetic algorithm (GA) optimisation
method was chosen for this task based on its proven track record in solving a wide-range of optimisation problems.
GA is a preferable choice in multi-objective problem domains with non-convex and non-linear fitness landscape such
as this due its various operators including mutation, crossover and others which encourage exploration of different
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solutions to obtain global optima [22]. Not only this, but they have already been successfully applied to similar EV
powertrain optimisation problems in the literature [10, 13, 14, 20].
In the GA optimisation proposed here, the YASA Vehicle Model (YVM) from Section 2.2 is employed as the
fitness function. As well as minimising the total cost of the vehicle, the dependent variables of the vehicle model must
also meet performance constraints such as maximum acceleration time and achieving the minimum top speed. The
independent variables related to the vehicle model include gearbox type for multiple axles, powertrain configuration
and, mainly, motor parameters. The optimiser used for task was pymoo [1]: an open source framework for single-andmulti-objective optimization in Python.
The input variables selected by the GA (shaded boxes on Figure3) are the design variables defining the powertrain.
These include the powertrain configuration, gearbox (if used), inverter variables and up to two sets of variables defining the motors. (Motors on the same axle are always identical). These parameters are passed to the powertrain model
and then the vehicle model, as pictured below.
Gearbox
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EM
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Powertrain
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E-Motor 2
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convergence or
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Fig. 3: Block Diagram of Optimisation [4] [23].

2.4. Machine Learning Vehicle Model
As an alternative to the YVM described in Section 2.2, a different approach using Machine Learning (ML) was
proposed. The motivation behind this secondary model was to reduce the evaluation time needed to run all the steps
depicted in Figure 3. Due to its high complexity, the vehicle model together with its battery and performance calculations had an execution time with a magnitude in the order of several seconds on high-end consumer-grade hardware.
Given that fitness function evaluation is repeated many times over the course of a GA optimisation based on the population size and number of generations, and that both of these values should be large for a complex multi-dimensional
optimisation problem such as powertrain optimisation, then the overall execution time becomes prohibitive even with
GA’s inherent parallelism.
In an effort to reduce this execution time, an ML-based Vehicle Model was proposed. For this purpose, a dataset
of independent variables and their corresponding dependent variables was created by selecting randomly distributed
sets of inputs within the lower and upper limits of each independent variable, executing the YVM and storing the
associated output values. At the end of this process, a dataset containing values across 35 variables was created, where
the first 23 and the last 12 columns contained the input and output variables respectively.
This newly-generated dataset was then used to train a regression model which was tuned with the intention to
replicate the behaviour of the original vehicle model from Section 2.2 as accurately as possible. Table 1 shows the
obtained adjusted coefficient of determination (R2 ) by each algorithm used to generate the Machine Learning Vehicle
Model (MLVM). The algorithms evaluated were K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Ran-
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dom Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Gradient Boosting (GB), Extreme Gradient
Boosting (XGB), Adaptive Boosting (AB) and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), respectively.
Python [19] and its ML module, scikit-learn [15], were used to train, perform hyperparameter optimisation, and
evaluate each different regression model. Here, 80% of the dataset samples were used for training the ML regression
model while the others 20% were used for testing it. For the hyperparameter tuning, 30 iterations of a random search
were explored for each regressor. After assessing all algorithms, extreme gradient boosting was the one that provided
the highest adjusted coefficient of determination of 0.9204. This number represents the proportion of the variance in
the dependent variable(s) that is predictable from the independent variable(s). The higher the adjusted R2 , the more
explanatory the model is i.e. the better the regression model.
Algorithm
Adjusted R2

KNN
0.5108

MLP
-0.9140

RF
0.6598

DT
0.5699

SVM
0.3712

GB
0.7392

XGB
0.9204

AB
0.5723

SGD
0.3074

Table 1: Machine Learning Vehicle Model - Obtained Adjusted R2 for each Algorithm

2.5. Machine Learning Vehicle Model Optimisation
Using the MLVM designed in Section 2.4, an optimisation was carried out. Similarly to the optimisation from
Section 2.3, the GA used was also pymoo.
Naturally, this new approach carries a clear trade-off. On one hand, the newly trained XGB-based MLVM was able
to run approximately 100× faster compared to the previous vehicle model that used to take a few seconds to run.
Hence, the overall GA optimisation time was reduced from over an hour to a few seconds on our hardware. But on
the other hand, despite the MLVM achieving a relatively high adjusted R2 metric, a comparison between the output
of both models produced by the same set of inputs resulted, in some cases, in an excessively high percentage error. In
other words, the metaheuristic optimisation could run much faster and provide better but unrealistic fitness values due
to fact that the MLVM was unable to exactly replicate the values from the original vehicle model.
Figure 4 shows a horizontal boxplot containing a distribution of the percentage error between the output of both
models for the total cost variable, the objective function. The box extends from the Q1 = 1.29% to Q3 = 5.58%
quartile values of the data, with a line at the median (Q2 = 2.87%). The whiskers extend from the edges of box to
show the range of the data. The position of the whiskers is set by default to 1.5 × IQR (IQR = Q3 − Q1) from the
edges of the box. Outlier points are those past the end of the whiskers.

Fig. 4: Percentage Error Distribution of MLVM. Q2 = 2.87%.

2.6. Cascade Optimisation
So far, we have demonstrated two different approaches to minimise the total cost of a vehicle based on two different
vehicle models, YVM and MLVM, with the differences between the two methods symbolising a trade-off between
computation time and accuracy.
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In order to address this trade-off and find a suitable compromise, we propose a third approach, cascade optimisation,
the idea of which being to combine the speed of the MLVM optimisation with the accuracy of the YVM optimisation in
a single optimisation by running two consecutive minimisations. The cascade optimisation consists of two stages. The
first is a GA minimisation with a randomly generated initial population that uses the MLVM as the fitness function.
This minimisation is performed as described in Section 2.5 using a GA from a multi-objective optimiser in Python. The
GA in this first stage runs for a few generations only, just enough to find a set of inputs that satisfy all of the problem
constraints. Once this is achieved, the second stage of the cascade optimisation begins with the last population of the
MLVM optimisation being used as the initial population of the YVM optimisation. Despite the fact that this initial
population produces different outputs when applied to each vehicle model, using it as a starting point in the second
part of the cascade optimiser significantly reduces the overall processing time.
The use of the initial population provided by the MLVM optimisation as a starting point for the YVM optimisation
was shown to improve the final overall solution in terms of speed and fitness function value. This is due to the
fact that the initial and time-consuming part of the optimisation when the GA searches for solutions that meet all
the constraints is performed using the faster MLVM. Thus, the following minimisation that uses the accurate YVM
as fitness function skips most if not all of the laborious constraints meeting process. This alone saves a significant
number of YVM evaluations which would otherwise be necessary and reflects a reduction of processing time and
more optimal final fitness value (vehicle total cost) in comparison to the YVM-only optimisation.
In other words, this approach can also be understood as a coarse-to-fine optimisation where the first minimisation narrows down the search space to direct the second stage of minimisation to a much better initial population
distribution to start and continue minimisation from.

3. Results
The results displayed in this section were generated using the same initial random seed for the YVM and Cascade
optimisations. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show results for the three optimisation approaches YVM, MLVM, and Cascade
from Sections 2.3, 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. Each plot contains two axes where the left axis corresponds to the minimum total vehicle cost within each population of the GA (blue dots) and the right axis corresponds to the minimum
constraints violation value within each population (red squares).
Firstly, Figure 5 shows the MLVM optimisation. It can be seen from the title above the image that the execution time
was around 11 seconds and the minimum total cost achieved reached a value of approximately 9538.10. In addition
to that, all constraints were met after the third generation. Even though the final fitness function value achieved in this
optimisation was the lowest among all the three minimisations here presented, it may be inaccurate and unrealistic
when compared to the output of the YVM.
Secondly, Figure 6 shows the YVM optimisation. Here, the execution time jumps to more than 73 minutes and
achieves a minimisation of around 11599.85. It can also be observed that the GA takes more than 10 generations
to meet all the problem constraints i.e. at least 300 function evaluations (10 Generations × 30 individuals) are spent
without any feasible solution found.
Finally, Figure 7 illustrates the second stage of the cascade optimisation from Section 2.6. Here, the only difference
between Figures 6 and 7 is that the latter uses the initial population provided by the MLVM optimisation shown in
Figure 5. It can be noted that in this minimisation that the constraints violation value is zero from the first generation.
This is due to the population initialisation that allows the GA to both save processing time by skipping the constraints
meeting phase and achieve a lower objective value of 9887.14 when compared to the YVM optimisation.
Table 2 shows a comparison of the three optimisation methods across several different cases. It can be seen that
by varying the population size and the number of generations in the MLVM optimisation, the cascade optimisation
could, in general, achieve better minimisation values with less execution time. The fifth and last rows of this table
shows a significant time difference between the MLVH and YML optimisations. They both achieved a similar minimisation value, but while the first one achieves such a target in aproximately 1h 37min, the YVM optimisation took
aproximately 5h 48min.
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Fig. 5: MLVM Optimiastion.

Fig. 6: YVM Optimisation - No Initial Population.

Fig. 7: Second Stage of the Cascade Optimisation.

4. Conclusion
In this work, we developed a ML-based model to replicate the function of a proprietary BEV powertrain simulation
software and incorporated this into a newly proposed GA-based cascade optimisation method for finding optimal BEV
powertrain configurations
Our results demonstrated the benefits of the proposed cascade optimisation method which, in general, was more
effective in finding an optimal set of configuration parameters to optimise the objective function, minimising vehicle
cost, in fewer generations and less computational time than the optimisation that relied on the YVM only.
A typical and known issue with GAs is the computation time wasted on exploring infeasible designs where constraints are not met. The two-stage cascade optimisation mitigates this issue by employing the MLVM, trained on a
sample set of datapoints from the proprietary YVM, whose function allowed the rapid discovery of an initial population that met all domain constraints. This could be leveraged by the slower but accurate YVM in the second stage of the
cascade optimisation to reduce the total number of computations required by the YVM and thus the total computation
time.
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Gen
25
30
20
25
25
30
30
30

MLVM Optimisation
Pop Total cost Time
70
9893.13
09s
70
9667.31
13s
90
9717.44
08s
90
9538.10
11s
90
9538.10
11s
100
9781.03
15s
100
9781.03
15s
100
9781.03
15s

Gen
10
10
15
10
10
10
10
10

Cascade Optimisation
Pop Total cost
Time
30
9936.18
00h:34m:45s
30
9823.39
00h:34m:45s
30
9872.85
00h:50m:59s
30
9887.14
00h:36m:16s
100
9885.96
01h:37m:50s
30
9993.95
00h:37m:01s
70
9980.64
01h:13m:18s
100
9970.04
01h:39m:20s

Gen
25
25
25
25
35
25
30
35

YVM Optimisation
Pop Total cost
Time
30
11599.85 01h:13m:36s
30
11599.85 01h:13m:38s
30
11599.85 01h:13m:35s
30
11599.85 01h:13m:42s
100
9820.18
05h:48m:17s
30
11599.85 01h:13m:38s
70
9859.29
03h:25m:57s
100
9820.18
05h:43m:40s

Table 2: Comparison of MLVM optimisation, cascade optimisation and YVM optimisation.

In practical terms, the results presented in this work have the potential to deliver improved results and reduce the
burden of computation in the design of electric motors for BEVs and vehicle optimisation methods in general.
Future work points to the expansion of both vehicle models to include more constraints and parameters on top
of the already incorporated motor variables, gearbox type and powertrain configuration. Adding more variables and
constraints to this problem will make it even more challenging. Hence, the application of machine learning to reduce
the computational load of any simulation-based optimisation is expected to show even greater benefits.
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